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John Richardson is a highly experienced trainer and chemicals industry analyst 
and consultant, who has been working in the industry for 23 years. Based in 
Asia-Pacific, John has deep knowledge of the companies and people who have 
transformed the region into the world’s major production and consumption region. 
His aim is to provide insightful, factually based analysis of the key issues facing 
the industry. He now works for the ICIS Commercial Strategy team. John has 
also co-authored an e-book, Boom, Gloom and the New Normal. His Asian 
Chemical Connections blog has a wide regional and global readership. John is a 
regular contributor to the ICIS magazine, ICIS Chemical Business and the online 
ICIS Insight service. 

john.richardson@icis.com

Rhian O’Connor is the Lead Analyst for Market Demand Analysis at ICIS. She is 
an economist with 20 years experience analysing the global chemicals markets. 
She has worked as an Equity Analyst covering European chemicals, a Senior 
Editor at ICIS and now has spent the last three years in ICIS Analytics. She has 
degrees in Economics from Cambridge University and Dauphine University, 
Paris.

rhian.oconnor@icis.com
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The megatrends in summary

• Demand volatility and uncertainty: Winning, losing end-use sectors 
and geographies. Much more granular bottom-up analysis essential

• Legislation: Governments to drive post-pandemic recoveries when 
they can afford it…

• Developed/developing world tensions: Scenario of a two-speed 
recovery

• China: Over-reliance on China creates major risks as China’s 
population ages. Doubts over ability to address regional and income 
inequalities 

• Geopolitics: Scenarios essential for a US or China win

• Sustainability: Rapid transition away from oil-based feedstocks, 
plastic clean-up will continue



• GDP not good measure of growth
• Different markets different paced
• Coronavirus exacerbated differences
• More industrial sectors weaker, 

defensive sectors not too bad

• Polymer performance even more 
different than end markets

• Some elements of packaging – double 
digit growth ytd

Demand volatility and uncertainty
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Source: Oxford Economics forecasts for World – 22nd September 2020
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Japan plastic sales growth

Packaging Construction Industrial

Source: JPIF, ICIS analysis. Plastic film for packages, Daily necessaries and miscellaneous goods, Plastic containers 
blow-molding. Construction = Plastic pipes, pipe fittings, plastic for building. Industrial = Plastic transport, Electric 
communication, Other plastic products for machine tool and parts



New demand 
model

• The ICIS polymer demand model looks at 
end use applications for polymers and 
models demand for each applications

• Match with end market data from Oxford 
Economics

• Two drivers
oUnderlying end market e.g. food
oPlastic content e.g. packaging trends
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H2/2020 and 2021 – some factors to consider
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• Spending by consumers

o Unemployment / Debt

o Inequality of income

o Pent up demand

o Propensity to save

o Future tax rates

• Operating rates at downstream businesses

o Safety measures for staff

o Supply chain health – road, rail, air, ship

o Migrant workers

o Stocking/restocking

• Impact of prices

o Lower oil prices stimulate demand?

o Extra costs – security, cleaning

• Second spike?

o Regional/local bubble outbreaks

o Lockdowns likely to be less severe but 
could impact demand

o Maybe impact until vaccine found



2021 – will it be better?

Demand impacts of Coronavirus 7

Source: Oxford Economics forecasts 2nd September 2020

• Best way to assess 2021 is to look vs 2019 –
not all sectors will have growth. Many will 
take years to get back to health.

• US and EU similar picture.
• Local textiles, motor vehicles already 

struggling structurally
• Unsurprisingly, food and soaps demand 

should be healthy.

• China very strong – most sectors growth
• Soaps incredibly strong – export of 

hygiene products
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• Collapse of remittances, 
loss of subsidence incomes 
and the strain on healthcare 
systems and govt. budgets

• IMF warns that battle 
against extreme poverty in 
low-income countries could 
be set back a decade 

• We assume 1% fall in PE 
demand across these 
regions in 2020 and then a 
6% recovery next year

• But if 2021 growth was 
again minus 1%, this would 
reduce growth across these 
regions by 1.7m tonnes

• This would lower global 
growth by 25%

ICIS Supply & Demand Database 

The crisis confronting the developing world

*Africa, Asia & Pacific, Central America and Latin America
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The tide that’s lifted all ships: China’s breathtaking growth
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Global historic demand for eight major resins*
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*ABS. EPS, HDPE, LDPE, LLDPE, PP, PS and PVC

ICIS Supply & Demand Database

• Between 2000 and 2019, China’s 
average per capita income grew 
by 267%, according to the IMF. 
This corresponded with what our 
data show was a 191% increase 
in per capita consumption of the 
eight resins

• This led to China’s percentage 
share of total global demand 
increasing from 14% in 2000 to 
37% last year.

China overtook North America to become biggest global
consumer amongst all countries and regions in 2006



• The Fifth Plenum of the 
Chinese Communist Party, 
which takes place in 
October, will set policies 
aimed at addressing 
consumption which remains 
at too-low a share of GDP

• In case the policies don’t 
work, we need to plan for 
downside in Chinese growth

• In this chart, we assume one 
percentage point lower 
growth in per capita 
consumption for the 
polymers between 2020 and 
2030

• This would lower cumulative 
Chinese demand by 77m 
tonnes, and would also 
lower global growth by 12%

ICIS Supply & Demand Database

*ABS. EPS, HDPE, LDPE, LLDPE, PP, PS and PVC
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Base case demand (left-hand axis) Downside demand (left-hand axis)

Base case per capita demand (right-hand axis) Downside per capita demand (right-hand axis)

Two scenarios for Chinese demand growth in eight major resins* 



ICIS Supply & Demand Database

China-led 
bloc
78%

US-led 
bloc
22%

PE cumulative 
consumption in 2019-2040

378m 
tonnes 

1.3bn 
tonnes

China-led 
bloc

US-led 
bloc

15% - 147m tonnes

85% - 838m tonnes

One outcome of the US and China cold and technology wars

PE cumulative net imports 
in 2019-2040 



A successful coronavirus vaccine is 
years away, in my opinion…ccine is 
probably years away

• …..which means no imminent return to 
our old travel-intensive lifestyles. This 
will require petrochemicals companies 
to develop better bottom-up analysis of 
the end-use markets where demand will 
be the strongest – for example, the 
goods and services needed to stay at 
home

• Meanwhile, end-use markets such as 
autos, aerospace and commercial real 
estate will be changed for good. 
Demand will never return to previous 
levels



• While the exact 
shape of the 
transportation 
revolution is 
impossible to define, 
it is no exaggeration 
to say that a 
revolution is taking 
place 

• Innovation has been 
the answer since the 
1960s, and it is the 
answer again 

There is no going back to the Old Normal

American Chemistry Council estimates for North American light vehicles



Sustainability won’t stop
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• Higher packaging short-term

o Health and hygiene key

o Some delay of legislation

o Lower oil prices make harder

• Long-term sustainability won‘t stop

BP Energy Outlook, 2020



The megatrends in summary

• Demand volatility and uncertainty: Winning, losing end-use sectors 
and geographies. Much more granular bottom-up analysis essential

• Legislation: Governments to drive post-pandemic recoveries when 
they can afford it…

• Developed/developing world tensions: Scenario of a two-speed 
recovery

• China: Over-reliance on China creates major risks as China’s 
population ages. Doubts over ability to address regional and income 
inequalities 

• Geopolitics: Scenarios essential for a US or China win

• Sustainability: Rapid transition away from oil-based feedstocks, 
plastic clean-up will continue



Thank you


